


4�in�1�Design
All You Need for a Video Meeting.

Android OSSpeakerMicrophoneCamera



4K UHD Camera

2 Microphone Arrays

Hi-Fi Speaker

Breathing LED Indicator

Camera Tilting



Quality�Video�Experience
8 MP camera with 4 x EPTZ zoom, support 1080p@30fps video conferencing and 4K recording, 

everyone is vividly presented.

15°Tilt

90°FOV



Professional�Video�Processing�Capability
Powered by industrial-leading Rockchip RK3399 for professional video processing: de-interlacing, denoising, 

edge/detail/color optimization, enhancing your natural beauty in any video conference.



Premium�Audio�Performance
• Built-in hi-fi full-band speaker brings immersivemeeting

experience.

• 2 omnidirectional microphone arrays with AGC, AEC and ANS. 

• Voice can be picked up in optimal range of 5 meters and 

farthest 10 meters. With expansion Mic, the voice pick-up can 

reach 15 meters.



Easy�Set-up
Power + Network + HDMI, setting up a video meeting is that simple.



Breathing�LED�Indicator
Power on with classic blue marquee lighting effect, turns green while on standby. 

The light will remain blue when camera is in use.



Compatible�with�most�
video�collaboration�apps



Support�dual�screen�display�
Two displays can be connected at the same time to AHY200 for video conferencing. They can display the same content, 

or differently with one for video screen and the other for content sharing, which brings more collaborative 

and efficient meeting experience.



Bring�your�own�meeting
The pre-installed Eshare Pro software makes AHY200 the 

wireless presentation system in your office. It’s not only for 

local meeting, but also for remote video conferencing to share 

your laptop content with participants on the other side.



Embededwhiteboard�&�annotation
To use with any touch screen, AHY200’s built-in whiteboard app allows the speaker to have annotations freely for presentation. It 

also supports direct access to the files on your personal cloud drive, such as Google Drive and OneDrive.



Mark�your�thoughts�anywhere
Besides the whiteboard app, users can also annotate on any other page if needed. The handy toolbar on both sides of the screen 

makes it convenient to activate annotation tools so that your presentation goes smoothly.



CPU: 6 core 
(A73*2+A53*4)

RAM:4G DDR4+ROM:16G Android 9.0

Bluetooth 5.0 Dual-band Wifi
(2.4G/5G)

1000M LAN

Hardware�Highlights



Flexible�Mounting�Options
Whether just leave on the table, clipped on the top of the display, mounted on the wall or stand with a tripod, 

AHY200 could find its comfortable place in the meeting room without taking up much space. 



Expansion�MIC�(optional)
• Omnidirectional mic

• Optimal voice pick-up rage is 3 meters and the 

farthest is 5 meters.

• Acoustic echo cancellation and noise reduction

• Full metal design to avoid sound resonance



Recommended�
Solutions

TV AHY200

+

• Huddle room solution

Recommended Products



Recommended�
Solutions

• Small meeting room solution

Recommended Products

TV AHY200

+

Expansion 

MIC

+ +

IQShare

Button



Recommended�
Solutions
• Meeting room with dual screen solution

(Zoom Rooms)

Recommended Products

TV*2 AHY200

+ +

Expansion MIC



Recommended�
Solutions

• Portable online teaching solution

Recommended Products

IQTouch LED Monitor

+

AHY200

+ +

Mobile Stand




